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Abstract
Humans can identify and replicate high-level vi-
sual concepts easily from a few pairs of images.
They can even learn from a single example, es-
pecially if they are able to ask a few clarifying
questions. However, this ability has proven diffi-
cult to emulate in artificial systems. In this work,
we design a system that infers a visual concept
after being shown only one example of that con-
cept. In order to achieve this, we equip the algo-
rithm with an ability humans use to solve similar
problems: interaction. After generating an initial
guess, the algorithm also generates a small num-
ber of binary visual follow up questions. It then
uses the answers to guide itself towards the correct
concept. Concepts are represented as cognitive
programs, and program induction generates candi-
date programs using tree search with probabilistic
heuristics. Our Interactive Search Algorithm in-
telligently narrows the search space of candidate
programs. The result is a system which, given
only a single example of the concept and a few
clarifying questions, successfully discovers 441
out of the 546 tested visual concepts.

1. Introduction
Humans, unlike artificial systems, can identify and replicate
a high-level visual concept from a pair of images easily.
Recent work (Lázaro-Gredilla et al., 2019) made promising
progress towards learning simple visual concepts from a
small number of input/output image pairs. For example,
the concept “move bottom object left and change color” is
learned from the images in Figure 1 below. However, the
learning problem in (Lázaro-Gredilla et al., 2019) is posed in
a way that does not resemble human learning from a teacher.
Independent examples are given so that the concept that is
common to all of them is discovered. A more human-like
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approach to convey a concept would be to present a single
example, and then let the human ask follow-up questions.
In this work, we design a system that infers a concept from
only one example, as humans would. In order to achieve
this, we equip the algorithm with the ability interact with
the teacher.

Humans learn by interactively asking questions to clarify
and solidify their internal representation of a concept. We
present an interactive search algorithm that allows an artifi-
cial system to learn in the same way.

In our algorithm, the Simulated User thinks of a concept
and produces a single pair of images to demonstrate it, as in
Figure 1. The Learner then runs a preliminary search and
produces a guess of the concept. It then produces another
input/output pair demonstrating the concept it has guessed,
and asks the Simulated User, “Is this what you meant?”.
Based on the Simulated User’s response, it adjusts its search
to most effectively narrow down and pinpoint the concept
the Simulated User had in mind.

We demonstrate that this Interactive Search Algorithm
works for a majority of the concepts covered in (Lázaro-
Gredilla et al., 2019).

Figure 1. Input (left) and output (right) of the concept “move bot-
tom object left and change color”

2. Background: Cognitive Programs
To ground this interactive learning and provide a basis for
comparison with a non-interactive benchmark, we use an
existing formulation for visual concept learning called the
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can be set externally by a teacher by the use of a pointer. A learner that
takes advantage of “fixation guidance” from a teacher or accurate pre-
dictions of instruction arguments from a neural network can speed up
induction by reducing the search space.

To guide the design and evaluation of VCC, we used visual concepts
in “tabletop world” (TW) corresponding to the spatial arrangement of
objects on a tabletop (Fig. 3A). TW allowed us to focus on imageable
objects and spatial primitives that are considered to be the first
conceptual building blocks (20) and provided a rich set of concepts to
rigorously test concept representation and generalization while having
simplified dynamics and perceptual requirements compared with the
full complexity of the real world. Object motions in TW are limited
to sliding along the surface of the table, and they stopmovingwhen they
collide with other objects or with the boundary of the workspace. How
an agent generalizes its acquired concepts depends on the regularities of
the world it is exposed to and on the regularities in its interaction with
the world. By being a proper subset of the real world, TW enabled re-
presentation and discovery of concepts from schematic images while
still having real-world counterparts. The infinite number of physical
realizations of each TW concept enabled testing for strong generaliza-
tion on a physical robot.

Figure 3B shows a simple, manually written cognitive program for a
concept, serving to illustrate the representational properties of the VCC.
The concept involvesmaking theobject close to the center touch theother
object in the scene. Because the fixation is centered by default, the cen-
tered object is highlighted on the first call totop_down_attend. After
moving the hand toward that object and grabbing it, next_object
command is used to switch the attention to the other object. Moving
the grabbed object toward the other object until collision achieves the
desired goal of making the objects touch. Stopping the object when it
comes into contact with another object requires access to the details of
the outer contours of the object, a detail that is available only at the
bottom of the VH. In contrast to architectures like auto-encoders that
map a visual input to a fixed encoding in a feed-forward manner (30),
the imagination buffer of VCC allows for the details of the object to be
represented and accessed from the real world as required. As antici-
pated in (6), this allows the VH to be part of an interactive querying

of the world as part of a program rather than representing a scene in
one feed-forward pass for downstream tasks. In our current work, we
assumed that the VH and dynamics are already learned as described in
our earlier works (24, 25).

The problem of learning to represent concepts is this: Given a set of
input-output image pairs representing a concept, induce a program that
will produce the correct output image when executed on the VCC with
the corresponding input image. To solve this problem, we combined
insights from recent developments in program induction (31–37) with
the architectural advantages of VCC. Each program can be assigned a
probability based on a model for the space of programs. To efficiently
find a program for a given set of input-output pairs, our induction
method relies on searching for programs in decreasing order of prob-
ability, where the probabilities are determined on the basis of generative
models trained on already found programs and discriminative models
that are conditioned on current inputs (Fig. 4A). We used Markov
chains of instruction-to-instruction transitions (blue arrows in Fig. 4A)
as generative models. This was augmented with subroutine discovery,
which replaces a sequence of atomic instructions with a new instruction
that can then be used in the Markov chain. Updating the generative
model can be understood in the explore-compress (E-C) framework
(34)where induction alternates between an exploration phase and a com-
pression phase. During exploration, an existing generative model was
used to guide the search of new programs, and during compression, all
the programs found so far were used to update the generativemodel. The
generative model works as an input-agnostic prior for the space of future
programs given the concepts learned earlier.During search, this priorwas
combined with “argument predictions”: predictions from discriminative
models (neural networks) (32) about the value that the argument of each
instructionwill take, given that the instruction is part of the program.This
prediction is specific to instructions (green arrows in Fig. 4A) and
conditional on the specific input-output pairs that the program is being
induced for. If a teacher is available, then fixation guidance can be used as
an additional signal to predict the arguments of certain instructions. In
addition, run-time exceptions generated from the VCC, represented as
solid red circles in Fig. 4A, were used to prune the search space. See
Materials and Methods for more details.
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Fig. 2. Architecture and the full instruction set of the VCC. (A) Building blocks of VCC and their interactions. VH parses an input scene into objects and can attend to objects
and imagine them. The hand controller has commands for moving the hand to different locations in the scene, and the fixation controller commands position the center of the
eye. Object indexing commands iterate through the objects currently attended to. The attention controller can set the current attention based onobject shape or color. (B) The full
instruction set of VCC. Parentheses denote instructions with arguments. All concepts are represented using learned sequences of these 24 primitive instructions.
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Figure 2. VCC architecture and program execution examples. Adapted with permission from (Lázaro-Gredilla et al., 2019).

Visual Cognitive Computer (VCC) (Lázaro-Gredilla et al.,
2019). In the original work, this architecture was tested on
robots to learn simple visual concepts from 10 input/output
image pairs. The VCC consists of several important pieces
that come together from cognitive science principles, in-
cluding image schemas (Mandler & Cánovas, 2014), deictic
mechanisms (Ballard et al., 1997), perceptual symbol sys-
tems (Barsalou, 1999), visual routines (Ullman), and mental
imagery (Roelfsema & de Lange, 2016). These principles
inspired the VCC’s modules, including a visual hierarchy,
attention mechanism, an imagination blackboard and a con-
troller. These are designed to simplify the task of program
induction (concept learning) from examples.

VCC contains an instruction set, as shown in Figure 2. In
this framework a concept is represented as a series of in-
structions from that set, also known as a cognitive program.
These instructions encode a concept that can be run on any
input image, producing a resulting output image in which
the concept has been applied. For instance, a very simple
concept could be “Move the green object to the right until it
touches another object”.

When framed as such, concept learning is represented by
program induction (Overlan et al., 2017; Gulwani et al.,
2015). Program induction, in turn, becomes a search for a
sequence of instructions that encapsulates and can reproduce
the concept on a variety of inputs. Thus program induction
becomes a tree-search problem.

The original VCC work applied a naive version of the
explore-compress framework (Dechter et al., 2013), making
it slow when trying to discover more sophisticated con-
cepts (which translated into longer programs and therefore,
deeper search). Later work (Sawyer et al., 2020) showed

that a heuristic search that factorizes the different objects
that appear in a scene provided speedups of several orders
of magnitude. These heuristics make the search tractable
for concepts that were not possible before. The explore-
compress framework alternates between building a model
based on the programs that it has discovered so far and
searching for new programs following the learned model
(in order of descending probablity according to the model).
The VCC begins with a warm-up run to train the model on
a bootstrap set. These heuristics are also incorporated into
our own Interactive Search Algorithm. They are explained
in detail in (Lázaro-Gredilla et al., 2019), and include:

1. A Markov model that prioritizes search by learned
instruction transition probabilities, so that likely candi-
dates are explored first.

2. Argument prediction using a convolutional neural net-
work for guidance.

3. Identification of subroutines.

4. Pruning of invalid programs (e.g. those that dictate a
physically impossible or invalid transition).

In addition to these heuristics, we also use object factoriza-
tion and interaction to make the problem tractable with only
one example input/output pair. We run our interactive learn-
ing search algorithm on the VCC framework to determine
whether the visual concepts of the VCC framework can be
learned with only one input example.
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3. Object Factorization
In order to eventually make the program induction process
truly interactive with a human user, induction must run fast
enough to allow interaction in real-time. We use a Simu-
lated User in place of a human in our experiments, which
incorporates this time constraint. Since the original VCC-
style program induction process is very slow, we incorporate
object factorization, as described in (Sawyer et al., 2020).

Object factorization works by splitting the search process
into subgoals; instead of trying to induce the entire program
from scratch, we instead try to transform one object from its
input state to its desired output state. Usually this transfor-
mation involves either a change in spatial coordinates, color,
or both.

Object-factorized search begins with Dijkstra’s algorithm,
where the “distance” to a given program is the descrip-
tion length of the program, as calculated using the learned
Markov transition matrix (Lázaro-Gredilla et al., 2019).
Therefore, the candidates with likely instruction transitions
are explored first. Search is run until a program emerges
which successfully solves the concept for one object. Then,
a new search is begun, with this successful program as the
root node for search. The fact that a program matches the
transition experienced by one object in every example pair
demonstrates that it represents a valid sub-concept. These
sub-concepts combine into increasingly good solutions as
search continues, and finally into one cohesive concept rep-
resented by one cognitive program.

Object factorization also introduces some constraints, and it
is most successful when combined with program mutation –
when taking a simple one-object-at-a-time approach, some
additional injected variation proves to be helpful (Sawyer
et al., 2020). Program mutation works by changing (trans-
posing, inserting, or deleting) single instructions in the can-
didate program. Any valid mutants that find at least as many
objects as the candidate program are also taken to be candi-
dates. Program mutation is inspired by directed evolution
processes in protein engineering (Arnold, 1998). The vari-
ant of program mutation we use is described in detail in
(Sawyer et al., 2020). Our Interactive Search Algorithm is
built on top of this strategic search process.

4. Interactive Search Algorithm
We have created an interactive search algorithm that allows
our system to infer the concept that a user has demonstrated
in a single pair of images, and replicate it successfully. At
the highest level, we are performing interactive search by
using the user’s feedback to continually narrow down our
search space.

As such, the Learner chooses to ask questions that most

effectively eliminate large sections of the search space, so
that it needs the fewest number of questions to correctly
infer the concept. This interactive search algorithm contains
the following steps:

1. Given a single input and output example that the user
has provided, the Learner uses program induction with
object factorization to find a cognitive program that ex-
hibits the correct behavior to generate that output from
that input. This program is probably representative of
that pair of images, but may not be a general solution
that captures the “concept”.

2. In order to search for a general solution, the Learner
generates mutant programs. Mutant programs are
slightly mutated versions of the original program, that
are likely candidates for solving the general concept.
We generate mutant programs by the protocol de-
scribed in (Sawyer et al., 2020).

3. The Learner generates mutant inputs: to test how
well each candidate program captures the concept, the
Learner first runs it on a variety of inputs to generate
sample outputs. To provide a variety of inputs, The
Learner generates “mutant inputs”, by incorporating
variants of the original input from the Simulated User’s
given input/output pair. The Learner mutates the input
by changing a single feature in the input image (ei-
ther the color or the spatial coordinates of one or more
objects).

4. Run candidate programs on mutant inputs, and isolate
the input that best splits the programs as shown in Fig-
ure 3. In the Learner’s interaction with the Simulated
User, it uses the mutant input and generated output
to ask the Simulated User, “Is this the concept you
intended?”. The answer will significantly reduce our
search space.

5. Using the mutant input that best splits the programs,
the outputs of the previous step creates branches, each
with multiple programs that create the same output
as shown in Figure 3. Here we define the “best” or
“most even” split as the mutant input which creates the
lowest standard deviation between branches (in other
words, has a fairly equal number of programs in each
branch). The Learner chooses the best mutant input
using this criteria, then chooses a branch of this tree,
and a program in that branch. It uses the mutant input
and generated output from that program to interactively
test whether that program generates the desired output
on that mutant input (by asking the user, or in this case,
the Simulated User):

(a) If the user responds “yes, the generated images
show the correct output on the mutant input”, then
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redefine your search space as ALL programs in
this branch. Re-run the search recursively, from
step 4.

(b) If the user responds “no, the generated images
show an incorrect output”, eliminate this branch
and continue by moving to the next branch, re-
peating step 5.

6. Terminate after a max depth of 30 interaction if a solu-
tion has not been found.
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Figure 3. Data structure created by Interactive Search Algorithm
to find the Mutant Input (MI) that most evenly splits the programs.
Multiple programs often generate the same output for a given
mutant input, and we can leverage this to intelligently devise
a question which will eliminate an entire branch of candidate
programs. MI is Mutant Input, O is Output, and P is Program.

4.1. Criteria for success

In interactive search, it is important to determine the criteria
for what a “successful” search is. There are two potential
ways to measure this:

1. End search when the user thinks that our generated
input/output pairs capture the concept correctly

2. End search when there is only one possible branch left
(a group of programs that produce the same outputs),
and we have eliminated the remaining branches and

programs as candidates. For this is happen, criteria 1
also has to be fulfilled.

Obviously criteria 1 is often much easier and faster to ac-
complish than criteria 2. However, we wanted to make sure
we have generated a program that thoroughly captures the
inherent human-generated concept, and does not simply
fool the user into thinking it has done so. Therefore, in
our evaluation, we have defined the second, more stringent
criteria for success as a “sufficient solution”, and present
all results using that criteria. This is evident in step 5a of
the protocol listed in the previous section – even if the user
answers “yes” to one generated guess, we keep generating
concepts and confirming with the user until we are sure. We
are sure when there is only one branch left in the tree shown
in Figure 3.

4.2. Sufficient and True Solutions

Once the Interactive Search Algorithm finds a successful
program, we also test whether this generated program truly
captures the concept originally chosen by the Simulated
User.

A “sufficient” solution is one where the Simulated User
affirms that the new pair of images represents the intended
concept, and the solution belongs to the only branch logi-
cally remaining in the Interactive Search Tree. Thus even
our lower bound for a solution, the “sufficient” solution, is
very stringent. A “true” solution goes even further – a “true”
solution is one that produces the same results as the original
program, on all of several thousand diverse inputs.

We test whether true solutions are found by running both
the program corresponding to the originally chosen concept
and the newly generated program on a diverse set of several
thousand mutant inputs and testing whether the resulting
output images are identical.

If the original program and the generated program both
represent the same concept, then both programs should
produce identical output images.

However, getting absolutely identical results on thousands
of mutant inputs is also a very tall order, as small differences
do not necessarily mean the concept was not captured. Due
to the nature of the instruction set which comprises each
program, the different between sufficient and true solutions
is often very slight. In fact, both sufficient and true solu-
tions often satisfy the verbal description of the concept (see
Qualitative Results for an example). Therefore, while we
do measure the number of “true” solutions that are found,
criteria 2 above is a more accurate and realistic metric for
whether a solution is valid (especially in comparison to
human concept learning).
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Table 1. Interactive Search Algorithm solved 441 out of 546 origi-
nal VCC concepts using only one input example

TOTAL CONCEPTS 546
SOLVED CONCEPTS 441
SUFFICIENT SOLUTIONS 369
TRUE SOLUTIONS 72

5. Results
Our Interactive Search Algorithm makes search tractable for
a majority of the concepts covered in (Lázaro-Gredilla et al.,
2019). In particular, it solved 441/546 (80.76 %) concepts
successfully, with only one example given.

5.1. Quantitative Results

Of the 546 original concepts in VCC, Interactive Search
using only a single demonstrated example of the concept
yields 441 successfully solved concepts. Of these 441 suc-
cessful solutions, 369 are sufficient solutions, and 72 are true
solutions 1. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show that the Interactive
Search Algorithm often yields at least a sufficient solution
within a single interaction. True solutions, when found, are
found within 10 interactions. All of these search processes
use only a single example of the concept, as compared to 10
examples each in the original work (Lázaro-Gredilla et al.,
2019). Interactive learning makes this previously intractable
task possible.

Figure 4. Most concepts are solved within a single interaction.

5.2. Qualitative Results

The Interactive Search Algorithm successfully solves the
majority of concepts given only a single example. We also
investigated the real difference between a “true” solution
and a “sufficient” solution using qualitative observations.
We notice two patterns:

Figure 5. True solutions, when found, are found within 10 interac-
tions.

Figure 6. Confusing mutant input for concept “move red square
object to left bottom corner” – there are two red square objects,
and one is already in the left bottom corner

1. Some inputs were inevitably included that were confus-
ing even for humans, due to our strategy of generating
thousands of mutant inputs for thorough testing. If
even one of these confusing inputs created different
outputs, it would be labelled as a “sufficient” solution,
which is a very stringent bar. For example, Figure
6 shows one mutant input for a concept called “move
square red shape to left bottom corner”. The “sufficient”
solution program found for this concept was marked as
such because it was not able to reproduce the concept
on this mutant input. This is a reasonably confusing
mutant input even for a human, because there are two
red square objects, and one is already in the left bot-
tom corner. It makes sense that this would cause slight
differences between the outputs of the original and
generated programs.

2. Some outputs, while not identical to the outputs of the
original, are still technically valid representations of
the given concept. For example, the Figure 7 shows
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Figure 7. For the concept “move to middle”, illustrated in the fig-
ure above, a generated solution may capture the concept without
matching the output of the simulator exactly due to imperfections.
In examples like these, the program is marked as unsolved even
though the generated solution does solve the concept.

the concept “move to middle”. The generated output,
while not an exact match with the true output, does still
solve the concept by moving the object to the middle
area.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we develop an Interactive Search Algorithm
for visual concept learning through program induction. The
Interactive Search Algorithm is given only one input image
and one output image representing the concept, in contrast
with 10 image pairs given to the original, non-interactive
algorithm in the VCC architecture (Lázaro-Gredilla et al.,
2019). Our method successfully solves 441 out of 546
original VCC concepts using a single example, a previ-
ously intractable challenge in the original VCC experiments
(Lázaro-Gredilla et al., 2019).

Our analysis of the difference between true and sufficient
solutions also explores the ambiguity inherent in visual con-
cept learning. There are often multiple programs that solve
a given concept, even though their produced outputs might
differ slightly. Furthermore, outputs that are very ambiguous
or confusing even for humans are often confusing for the
Interactive Search Algorithm too. Potential improvements
include better heuristics for the search in program-induction,
more diverse strategies for enhanced speed of search, and
better criteria for “evenness of split” used to choose the best
mutant input in each iteration. In the big picture, further
comparisons between human concept learning and interac-
tive program induction will be help us create better artificial
systems for concept learning, and make progress towards
the goal of human-level concept learning.
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